
COMP 6752 Final Exam

This is an open book exam, and you are free to consult all your notes, as well as static internet sites.

(If you find the answer there, please add a citation.) But you may not consult other people in any way.

You may use piazza if you find an exam question ambiguous. Please upload your answers through

the homework collection interface by 12:12 today. (The extra 12 minutes are for scanning and so.)

If the interface is down, send it by email to me. If nothing else works, call me at 0490110645.

The questions of this exam are worth 104 points. 100 points is full credit; 4 are bonus points. (If

you end up with more than 100 points, this will offset failed homework.) I aimed for making 1 point

a minute of work if you master the material. If I ask you to do something, you may always answer by

showing that it is impossible.

1. (16pt) Consider the following process graph G.
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(a) (4pt) Draw a process graphH that is (weakly or strongly) simulation equivalent toG (thus

such that G can be simulated by H , and H can be simulated by G), and G and H have the

same weak completed traces, but they are not weak bisimulation equivalent.

Use this link to print out a suitable copy of this graph.

(b) (2pt) Indicate the simulation of G by H by dotted lines.

(c) (2pt) In a separate drawing, indicate the simulation of H by G by dotted lines.

(d) (4pt) Give an HML formula showing that G and H are not strongly bisimilar.

(e) (4pt) Give a CTL−X formula showing that G and H are not branching bisimilar.

2. (24pt) Consider the following process graph F .
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(a) (3pt) What are the weak completed traces of F ?

Use the default assumption that WCT means WCT∞, i.e., infinite traces count as complete.

(b) (3pt) What are the strong partially-ordered completed traces (complete pomsets) of F ?

(c) (3pt) Give a consistent colouring of this graph; two nodes should have the same colour (or

marking) iff they are branching bisimilar. Use this link to print out an enlarged copy of F .

(d) (3pt) Draw a minimal process graph that is branching bisimilar with the one above.

(e) (2pt) Give the smallest ACP expression of a process that is branching bisimilar to F .

(f) (2pt) Give the smallest ACP expression of a process that is rooted branching bisimilar to F.
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(g) (2pt) Give the smallest ACP expression of a process that is weak bisimilar to F .

(h) (2pt) Give the smallest ACP expression of a process that is rooted weak bisimilar to F .

(i) (4pt) Give a divergence-preserving consistent colouring of this graph; two nodes should

have the same colour (or marking) iff they are divergence-preserving branching bisimilar.

3. (22pt)

(a) (3pt) Specify a terminating counter in ACP. It has actions inc(rement) and dec(rement).

It can do a dec only when its internal value is positive; i.e. when it has experienced more

incs then decs. As soon as its internal value becomes 0 it successfully terminates.

(b) (3pt) Specify this counter using at most one recursion variable.

(c) (3pt) Specify a counter in ACP. It has actions inc(rement) and dec(rement), as above, as

well as (test for) zero. It never terminates.

(d) (3pt) Specify this counter using at most two recursion variables.

(e) (3pt) Do the same (d) in CCS, or explain briefly why you can not do that.

(f) (4pt) Model a simple counter as a finite Petri net. Here I mean an Elementary System Net,

in which the only tokens allowed are black dots. It has actions inc and dec but no test for

zero. It does not terminate.

(g) (3pt) Do the same for the counter with zero, or explain briefly why you can not do that.

4. (24pt) Consider the CSP process P := X‖{c}Y where X
def
= a.X + c.X and Y

def
= e.Y + c.h.0.

The process X models the behaviour of Clara at an everlasting ball, who keeps dancing, either

with Cameron (c) or any other. The process Y models Cameron at the same ball, dancing with

Clara (c) or anyone else. Cameron goes home (h) right after the first dance with Clara.

(a) (4pt) Draw a process graph for this process.

(b) (4pt) Draw a Petri net for this process.

(c) (3pt) Describe the weakest completeness criterion (fairness-like assumption) that ensures

that Cameron will go home eventually. If this involves “tasks”, tell which ones.

(d) (3pt) For which values ofC (a completeness criterion) andB ⊆ {a, c, e, h} is the temporal

judgement P |=C

B Fh valid?

(e) (5pt) Give an LTL formula ψ describing that once Cameron has danced with Clara, he will

go home. For which values of C and B is the temporal judgement P |=C

B
ψ valid?

(f) (5pt) Give a temporal formula φ describing that Cameron will not go home before he has

danced with Clara. For which values of C and B is the judgement P |=C

B
φ valid?

5. (18pt) Consider a process algebra whose operational semantics generates transitions with labels

over Act, where Act := A ⊎ {τ} ⊎ {“can do a” | a ∈ A} for a finite set of visible actions A.

The process-algebraic operator f adds for each transition p a−→ q with a ∈ A in a labelled

transition system a new transition p
“can do a”−−−−−→ p, a self-loop at the state p.

(a) Is strong partial trace equivalence a congruence for f?

(b) Is strong bisimilarity a congruence for f?

(c) Is weak partial trace equivalence a congruence for f?

(d) Is weak bisimilarity a congruence for f?

(e) Is branching bisimilarity a congruence for f?

In all cases, prove why this is so. If you cannot prove it, say so and try to give a compelling

argument for your answer.
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